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Abstract—Customer segmentation has seen major growth in
all sectors in the last decade. Several techniques have been
devised to analyze customer behavior through loyalty, purchases,
recency, frequency and monetary to develop efficient marketing
strategies that cater to each client individually. As the availability
of products and services increases, so does the competition. With
the spiraling of automation accompanied by its cost-effectiveness
and ease of availability, all businesses equip themselves with the
required workforce and machinery to conduct experiments such
as customer segmentation on an industrial scale. In the proposed
work, the datasets are manipulated by extracting features from
existing attributes. A widespread approach is RFM that calculates
the Recency, Frequency and Monetary values for each customer
tuple. This paper aims at laying out a new approach at every
step of customer segmentation from pre-processing, clustering,
validation and suggesting marketing strategies for customer
retention. Two datasets- Online Retail II Set and Mall Customer
Segmentation are modelled and the results from analysis of both
the datasets are presented and compared to reach a generalized
opinion.

Index Terms—Naive Bayes, Decision Trees, Random Forest, K-
Nearest Neighbours, Backpropagation, DBScan, Customer Rela-
tionship Management

I. INTRODUCTION

Company profits form the foundation of successful busi-
nesses. In order to secure ample profits, it is necessary for
firms to understand the demands of their clients and pro-
vide tailored products and services. This can be achieved
by customer segmentation using machine learning. Applying
the right marketing tactics to the right set of customers
increases the probability of profit maximization. Finding the
perfect target group of clients will also prove to increase cost-
efficiency since marketing campaigns and resources will not be
wasted on unlikely customer bases. Each company must aim
to have a distinct business intelligence division that provides
comprehensive and coherent visualizations to other branches
of the firm. Some of the primary sectors of industry that
have benefited from the intelligence of customer segmenta-
tion models are retail, marketing, e-commerce, social media
and banking. A change in shopping patterns was observed

during the pandemic and the need for analysis gained further
foreground and so did the concept of Customer Relationship
Management (CRM). Segmentation itself can be categorized
into three types. These are behavioral segmentation, attitudi-
nal segmentation and demographic segmentation. The first is
based on collected behavioral patterns displayed by customers.
Observed features involved are browsing patterns, purchasing
patterns, past transactions and user interactions. Attitudinal
segmentation is based on the intentions and possible actions
of customers. Lastly, demographic segmentation focuses on
age, gender, religion, and income of customers. The proposed
method of segmentation in this paper is of the demographic
kind [1].

Data mining helps derive meaningful attributes and even
arrive at strong relationships among the data available. The
RFM analysis is a data mining technique that computes
the values of Recency, Frequency and Monetary. Recency
values are based on how recently the customer purchased.
Frequency is based on how often the customer purchases and
monetary value refers to the amount of revenue generated by
the purchases. These values are calculated for each customer
sample [2]. An overall score can be computed by assigning
weights to each of the RFM values. Equal weights are assigned
to the Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) in [2] and [3].
Random weights could be assigned to these values in the
case of neural networks, but no research has been able to
differentiate between the attributes of recency, frequency and
monetary value to determine which of those is more important
than the other. Hence, varying weights would not be justified.
Correlation can be used to establish the relationship among all
attributes. A heatmap is used for this purpose- darker colours
indicate a stronger relationship.

Unsupervised learning is the preferred method to conduct
customer segmentation. It makes the chances of biased results
minimal. Unsupervised learning models interpret the actual
structure of data. Classification algorithms such as Naive
Bayes, K Nearest Neighbours and Improved Decision trees
serve no other purpose than to verify the results from clus-



tering analysis. If a majority of customers are classified and
clustered similarly, then the data collected is appropriate and
there is no discrepancy between final results. The clustering
approaches applied in related works are K-means, mini-batch
k-means, hierarchical, Density-based spatial clustering of ap-
plications with noise (DBSCAN), (Gaussian Mixture Models)
GMM, and MeanShift clustering. K-means clustering is the
most simplified and commonly used clustering algorithm. This
algorithm makes use of the sum of squared errors, Silhouette
and Davies-Bouldin scores for the purpose of determining
the ideal number of clusters. Positions of the k-centroids are
optimized iteratively. Mini-batch k-means on the other hand
is slightly faster than the usual k-means since it takes a
small number of random samples to form clusters in every
iteration. The results may differ from the k-means algorithm.
Hierarchical clustering also comes in very handy in finding
the number of clusters through dendrograms. DBSCAN selects
two parameters epsilon and minPoints to cluster data points
with similar densities. MeanShift algorithm follows unsuper-
vised learning and does not require input parameters to be
defined explicitly. The GMM algorithm is a distinct method in
which each Gaussian distribution represents a separate cluster.
This algorithm determines the number of clusters by minimiz-
ing the Akaike information criterion (AIC) or the Bayesian
information criterion (BIC) [4]. DBSCAN ignores sparse data
and only models dense clusters while MeanShift clustering
does not take into consideration all data points available.
Hence, both of these clustering methods are infeasible. Hybrid
clustering in [5] is so named because of its combination of
hierarchical and non-hierarchical methods. The hierarchical
clustering method here is the average linkage method that
considers the distance between two clusters as the average
distance between points in one cluster and another cluster. The
non-hierarchical technique is the k-means clustering algorithm.

Rank-based stepwise in [1] is comparatively complex and
a rare approach. It comprises five steps- unique classes of
each attribute are identified, all attributes are ranked based on
the number of unique classes, compute attribute combinations,
identify meaningful clusters, and finally validate the clusters.
Stream clustering and incremental clustering [6] solve the is-
sue of dynamic clustering for ever-changing data. Any random
tuple can act like a mean and the distance of other tuples
are calculated from this selected random tuple. A similarity
threshold is set. Items with similarity less than the threshold
are put in one group and similarities greater than the threshold
are placed into another cluster [7]. If any new tuples are
added, clustering need not be performed from the beginning as
only similarities have to be computed. Besides this, computing
the Hopkins statistic is of utmost importance as checking for
cluster tendency in data helps see if meaningful clusters can
be formed [8].

In the proposed model, we will carry out cluster validation
through Silhouette and Davies-Bouldin indicator methods.
Essentially, models with the highest Silhouette score and
lowest Davies-Bouldin score are selected. All previous existing
models have failed to incorporate classification, clustering,

dynamic clustering, validation and majority voting all in one
model, making simple algorithms very accurate [9]–[12].

II. METHODOLOGY

The proposed method will incorporate a 3-step approach for
both datasets.

A. Data cleaning

Find and fill missing data points. Standardize data to provide
a uniform data format. Further, normalization is done to rescale
all numeric values. Feature extraction is also performed using
correlation for classification and RFM analysis for clustering
[13].

B. Clustering analysis

The data is unlabeled. Hence, unsupervised algorithms will
be used. First, Hopkin’s statistic is run thrice to check the
cluster tendency of data. If the value is high enough, clustering
can be performed. The optimal number of clusters is deter-
mined using the Silhouette method and the Elbow method by
majority voting. Hierarchical, K-means, mini-batch k-means,
Birch clustering and Spectral clustering are applied, and the
best approach is chosen [14], [15].

C. Validation of performance metrics

Accuracy is the performance metric used for classification
models [16]. The Davies-Bouldin index is used to measure
the accuracy of clustering algorithms. Further, visualizations
are created for the best results obtained. The mall customer
segmentation data is used to establish a relationship between
customer behavior based on demographics such as age, gender,
income and spending amount. On the other hand, the online
retail dataset focuses on product consumption and price.
Although the data are not related, in linking these two models,
we would be able to suggest some insights relating to both
models (Fig. 1).

Libraries used: Pandas, Numpy, Seaborn, Sklearn, Mat-
plotlib, and Scipy.

Fig. 1. Machine Learning approach for RFM analysis and clustering



III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

This research makes use of two datasets- The Online Retail
Dataset for 2010-2011 and Mall Customers Dataset [11]. The
first data was obtained from a UK based e-commerce company
that deals in gift items. Let us discuss the results of the two
implementations separately

A. Online Retail

This dataset initially has eight attributes including Invoice
number, Stock code, Country, Description, Quantity, Price
and Customer ID. First, consumer behavior must be judged
through periods of time. So, data is transformed to get cohort
month. This determines the user behavior depending on when
they began using the product. The number of users retained
can be calculated by finding out the difference between
purchase month and cohort month. The retention levels of
these consumers can be seen in Fig. 2 with 27% in Month
1.

Fig. 2. Retention levels of consumers by cohort month

Next, RFM analysis is conducted on the data and a new
data frame is created to observe new values (Fig. 3).

Fig. 3. Dataframe with RFM values

The data must be processed further to remove outliers and is
standardized. The Silhouette score, Elbow Method and Davie-
Bouldin Index are used to determine the optimal number
of clusters k. The Silhouette score was highest- 0.4234 for

k=5 and lowest- 0.3491 for k=2. In general, the higher the
silhouette score, the better the clustering method is. The elbow
method determined optimal k to be 4 (Fig. 4).

Fig. 4. Elbow curve for dataset 1

Then, several clustering algorithms such as k-means, ag-
glomerative clustering, mini-batch k-means, birch clustering
and Spectral clustering are modelled for the best results. The
Davies-Bouldin score for each k and clustering model can
be seen in Table 1. According to these results and majority
voting, the optimal value of k is 5 when used for the k-means
clustering algorithm. Finally, a box plot is drawn to visualize
the clusters by amount and by recency. The number of data
points are more clusters 3 and 5 (highest) by amount while the
distribution is fairer in the boxplot by recency (Fig. 5) with
the highest number of data points in cluster 2.

Fig. 5. Box plot by Monetary value and recency



Fig. 6 displays the number of data points in each cluster
when modelled through k-means with cluster 2 (shown as 1)
at the top.

Fig. 6. Bar graph to show data point count for each cluster

B. Mall Customers

This dataset has only five attributes namely- Customer ID,
Age, Gender, Annual Income and Spending Score. There are
a total of 200 data items only. After preprocessing of data,
the distribution of points is visualized using bar graphs by
spending score and age (Fig. 7 and Fig. 8).

Fig. 7. Distribution of data by spending score

It was observed that most of the customers have a spending
score between 41 and 60. Also, most customers are aged
between 21 and 40, and on a whole, there are more female
shoppers than male. Only one algorithm is used to segment
the data. The k-means clustering algorithm and the optimal
value of k by the elbow method is found to be 4 (Fig. 9).

Finally, the cluster data is calculated for the dataset, grouped
by each cluster, out of which Cluster 2 (shown as 1) had the
highest aggregate spending score of 81.487. The number of
data points is the maximum in the first cluster with a count
of 65 while cluster 3 has only 37 items. Cluster analysis
by age is the most uniform followed by annual income in
thousand dollars. Finally, a dendrogram representing single
linkage hierarchical clustering for the first 20 records of data
is shown in Fig. 10 to give an overview of agglomerative or
hierarchical clustering.

Fig. 8. Distribution of data by age

Fig. 9. Elbow curve: k=4

Fig. 10. Dendrogram for single linkage clustering



IV. CONCLUSION

Customer segmentation can monitor as well as improve
retention levels and help develop intelligent strategies to target
specific groups of customers. A single dataset with combined
features of both datasets used in this research, would prove
extremely helpful and accurate in upcoming research. From
dataset 1 we realized that clustering is more efficient when
done through Recency analysis. From dataset 2, we can
conclude that both Age and Spending Score play a vital role
is segmentation. Also, different clustering algorithms must be
used to determine which works best for which data along
with using multiple metrics such as Silhouette method, Davies-
Bouldin index and Elbow method to determine optimal number
of clusters. It is important to try out different combinations of
values of k and clustering algorithms to find the one with the
lowest Bouldin index.
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